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Hadamard functions preserving nonnegative 
H-matrices 
Abstract 
For k nonnegative IZ x N matrices .4, = (u:,) and a function 
,f’: w:+iw. 
consider the matrix 
c =,f’(A,, .A,) = (c,,). 
where 
~~,=f(al,..... at,), i..j= l..... t7 
Denote by p(A) the spectral radius of a n0nnegatiL.e Square matrix A, and bq fl(A) the 
minimal real eigenvalue of its comparison matrix J{(A) = 2 diag(u,,) ~ A. It is known 
that the function 
,f’(s,. q) = cr] .x:” ~ 
where 2, t iw.. cf=, x, > 1 and c > 0, satisfies the inequalities 
,)lf’(‘4,““.Ai))~.f(p(Al).....p(Ai)). 
us weil as the inequalities 
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dj-(AI,. .rA)) 2f(G,),.. r44)). 
whenever A, are nonnegative H-matrices, i.e. cr@,) 2 0. The last inequality implies that 
the above function f maps the set of nonnegative H-matrices into itself. In this note it is 
proven that these are the only continuous functions with this property. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let R, be the set of nonnegative real numbers. For k nonnegative n x n ma- 
trices Al = (ai,), I = 1,. ,k and a function 
f : Ft: + Ft+ 
we consider the matrix 
f(Al,. .3Ak) = C = (Cij), 
where 
Cij=f(Uk ,... ;Ui), i,j= l,..., fl. 
Such matrix functions are called Hadamard functions, e.g. [l], Section 6.3. 
Denote by p(A) the spectral radius of a nonnegative Square matrix A, and by 
ff(A) the minimal real eigenvalue of its comparison matrix 
M(A) = 2 diag(ajj) - A. Denote by HP, the set of all n-by-n nonnegative H-ma- 
trices, i.e. the nonnegative matrices A for which o(A) 3 0. These are the non- 
negative matrices whose comparison matrices are M-matrices. 
Let K be a set of nonnegative matrices. We say that f preserves K, if 
Al . . . . , Ak E K implies f(A, , . , Ak) E K. In this note we mainly study the func- 
tions f preserving HP,,. First, we show that for n 3 3 such a function satisfies 
the inequality 
pV‘(A,: r&)) <f (p(Al), . . , p(h)). (1.1) 
for all nonnegative n x n matrices A,, i = 1, . . . , k. We then characterize all con- 
tinuous functions preserving nonnegative H-matrices. It turns out that these are 
exactly the functions f of the form 
f (XI:. . .?Xk) =c$...xk”, (1.2) 
where c(~ 3 0, c 3 0 and c( = EI=, cli 3 1. (The latter condition is required 
whenever n > 2.) These functions are also characterized by the inequality 
40A1,...,4)) 2f(4A1),...,4&)), (1.3) 
for all Ai E HP, for some n, n > 2. 
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Note that while the functions (1.2) are characterized by Eq. (1.3), they are 
not the only functions satisfying Eq. (1.1). The set of those is characterized 
in [2] by simple functional inequalities and it contains more functions, e.g. 
the function ,f(x) = min(x, x’) for k = 1. 
2. Results 
Lemma 2.1. Lrt ,f : iw: + R_ preserce HP,, uyherr n 3 3. Tkf(O) == 0 md,f& 
ull a. b E R” nv huce + 
.f’(a + b) 2 f(a) +f(b). (2.1) 
Proof. Consider first the case n = 3. For given a = (ao and h = (h,) let 
A,= a, 
i 
a, + 6, 0, b, 
a, + 6, bi i= l....,k. (2.2) 
a, b, 0, + b, 1 
Since A, E Hfi, i = 1:. . ~ k, we have that 
( 
.f (a + h) .f (a) .f’(b) 
C=.f(A,.....Ak) = .f (0) .f(a + b) .f (b) E Hfi 
.f (0) .f(b) .f(a + b) 1 
and thus Eq. (2.1) follows. Setting a = b = 0 in Eq. (2.1) gives ,f (0) = 0. 
Now let rz > 3. A similar construction using 17 - 1 nonnegative vectors 
a”‘,i= l...,n- 1 yields 
.f’(& + + &‘) ) 3 f‘(P) + ” +f(a”‘-1’). 
From this we get f(0) = 0. Hence. by setting aiiJ = LI. u!’ = b. u”’ = 0. i > 3. 
we obtain Eq. (2.1). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let f : Lw: --f iR+ preserce HP,, bvhere n 3 3. Tim 
pCf(A,. >A)) <f MA,). .P&)). 
,for ull nonnegatice n x n matrices A,. i = 1.. (k 
(2.3) 
Proof. Let A, = (a’$), r = 1,. . 1 k and let p,. = p(A,.). Since p,Z -- A,. is an 





s # t. 
p. - a’: u ) s=t 
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is in HP,. Hence B = (b,,) = f(B,! . . , Bk) E HP,,. By Eq. (2.1), the diagonal 
entries of B satisfy 
b.7, = ,f(p, - Q.:,,. . !P~-a~s)~f(p,,...,p,) -f(a(,.....4,)! 
s= l,...,n. 
Since increasing of diagonal elements leaves a matrix in HP,,, it now follows 
that the matrix L?, = (&) defined by 
$;, = 
I 
b,, = f(at,, . . : &,. s # t. 
.f(P,... . <PL) -.f‘(& . 1 us,). .Y = t 
is also in HP,,. Therefore, its comparison matrix f(p,! . . . , pk)Z - ,f(Al, . . :Ak) 
is an M-matrix, and Eq. (2.3) follows. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let f : Rk, --) R, preserve HP, schere n 3 2. Then 
f(a)f(b) =.f(uob)f(l,. .> 11, ab E W:. (2.4) 
Proof. Consider first the case n = 2. Let a. b! c and d be vectors in [w+ such that 
uibj = cid;, i = 1. , k. The matrices 
i= l,....k 
are in HP2, and hence the matrix 
is in HP*, implying that f(u)f(b) 3 f’(c)f(d). Since the matrices 
are in HP2 as well, we similarly obtain that f(u)f(b) <f(c),f(d), implying that 
,f(a)f(b) = f(c)f(d). By choosing c = u o b,d = (1.. . . 1) we now obtain 
Eq. (2.4). 
If n 3 3 then by Lemma 2.1 we have f(0) = 0. Hence by extending A, by 
Zeros to an H-matrix of dimension H, we tan proceed as above to get 
Eq. (2.4). 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let f : lRk+ + R, be u continuous jimction. The jtillowing ure 
equivulent. 
(i) f preserves HP,, jtir some n > 2. 
(ii) For some n > 2 und all mutrices A, E HP,,, i = 1: ~ k we huve 
a(f(A,. \Ak)) >f(o(A,). . i Ci(Ak)). (2.5) 
(iii) Therr exist c 3 0 and Zi > 0. i = 1. , k. rf_, 1, 3 1, such that 
f(x,. ,xx) = cx;’ ‘X;“. (2.6) 
Proof. (iii) ==+ (ii) is proven in [3]. (ii)*(i) is a trivial consequence of the fact 
that A E HP,, if and only if o(A) 3 0. (i)*(iii) By Lemma 2.3 we have 
,f(a)f(h) = f(a 0 h)f( 1~ 1 j. (2.7) 
Let 7 = ,f(l.. , 1). If ;’ = 0 then by Eq. (2.7) ,f(a) = 0 for all a E R” Hence 
we have (iii) with c = 0. If ;’ > 0 then define 
,f(a) = ;‘-‘f(a). 
By Eq. (2.7) we have 
,f’(a).f(h) = f(a 0 b). (2.8) 
Define for .r = 1~ . ( k the function .f; : R- - R. by 
.j;(t)=.f(l...., l,t.l.... >l). 
where t is in Position s. Then, by Eq. (2.8) we havef,(t),f,(u) =.f;(tu). Also,,/; is 
continuous on R, and is positive for positive arguments. By a well known re- 
sult (e.g. [4], p. 39 or Cauchy 1821) it follows that 
j;(t) = P 
for some nonnegative CI,. Therefore, for x = (s, . . xh) we have 
,f’(X) = jlf(X) = ifl (XI) ‘fk(Xk) = j)XI’ .XP. 
and so Eq. (2.6) holds with c = y. Now, by applying Lemma 2.1 to the 
vectors a = h = (1.. , 1) we obtain 2~ < 72” where x = Et=, ‘Y,, implying 
that r 3 1. 0 
Remark 2.5. Since Statement (iii) in Theorem 2.4 is independent of n. we tan 
replace in the other conditions of Theorem 2.4 the expression “fOr sorne n > 2” 
by ‘]fOr all n > 2”. 
The analog of Theorem 2.4 for the case n = 2 is 
Theorem 2.6. Let f : ‘w: + Ft+ be u continuous.fUnction. Then the foiloliing m’ 
equivalent. 
(i) f preserves Ho. 
(ii) There exist c 3 0 and CY, > 0. i = 1~ . , k, such that 
,f(.x, . . . . Xk) = ex;’ .xp. 
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Proof. (i)==+(ii). The proof of this implication is identical to the proof of the 
implication (i)==+(iii) in Theorem 2.4, omitting the last part which uses Lemma 
2.1. (ii)==+(i) follows by a simple calculation. 0 
Remark 2.7. By Theorem 2.6, the function f(x) = ,,& preserves HP2. It is easy 
to check that f(x) does not satisfy Eq. (2.5) when A is Chosen to be the matrix 
A= 
Hence, the functions preserving HP, do not necessarily satisfy Eq. (2.5), and 
so in Theorem 2.6. we cannot add an equivalent condition which is the analog 
of (ii) of Theorem 2.4. 
Remark 2.8. If we replace the Statement “c 3 0” in condition (iii) of Theorem 
2.4 and condition (ii) of Theorem 2.6 by the Statement “c > 0” then we obtain 
a characterization for continuous functions f preserving the interior of HP,. 
3. Some final remarks 
One tan consider other sets of nonnegative matrices and study the question 
of its preservation by Hadamard functions. 
For example, one tan consider the set f?P, of all nonnegative H-matrices 
with constant diagonal. Here we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : LQ: 4 R+ be a continuous jiinction and let n > 3. The 
following are equivalent. 
(i) f satisjes Eq._ (1.1). 
(ii) f preserves HR. 
Proof. In our proof we use the fact, proven in [2], Theorem 2.1, that the 
continuous functions f : rW: + IR+ satisfying Eq. (1.1) are characterized by 
f(u) +f(b) <f(a + b) for all a, b E rW: (3.1) 
and 
dm < f (Jaob) for all a, b E R:. (3.2) 
We now prove the equivalence of the two conditions. 
(ii)==+(i). Observe that the matrices in Eq. (2.2) are in HP,, and hence the 
inequality (3.1) follows. Similarly, the inequality (3.2) follows by applying (ii) 
for the matrices 
Therefore, the function f satisfies Eq. (1.1). 
(i)=+(ii). Let A, E HP,,, i = 1) . n. It follows that A, = a{,Z + N, where N, is 
nonnegative with zero diagonal and p(Ni) < a;, . It follows from Eq. (3. I ) that 
,f(O) = 0. Therefore, we now have 
,f’(A ,...., Ak) =f(a;,. . . . . a;,)/+,f(N,> . . . . Nk). 
Since .f’ satisfies Eq. (1. l), we have 
,$.f’(N,. N) <,f(p(N, 1;. . p(N,)). 
Since 
.f‘(p(N~ ). ..p(Nk))<f(p(N) . . . . >p(N))+f(u;, -p(W....& -/On)) 
and since, by Eq. (3.1) we have 
.f‘(~(Nt 1.. . p(N)) +,f(~;, - p(N 1:. .af, - o(Nk)) G-i&. . &,. 
it now follows that ,f(A,, . . , Ak) E f?pi,. 0 
Another interesting case is the set of the symmetric nonnegative H-matrices. 
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